Techniques for assessing fluids status in patients with kidney disease.
The aim of this article is to present current information on techniques for fluid status assessment in patients with kidney disease. The methods can be broadly categorized into biomarkers, ultrasound, blood volume monitoring, and bioimpedance. Biomarkers including atrial natriuretic peptide and B-type natriuretic peptide have been shown to provide information about relative changes in fluid status. Ultrasound is applied to measure inferior vena cava indices, pulmonary indicators, and vascular indicators of fluid overload. Relative blood volume monitoring is used to measure change in intravascular fluid during hemodialysis. While in principle appealing, measurement of absolute blood volume has seen limited use to date. Bioimpedance techniques such as vector analysis, whole body, and regional bioimpedance spectroscopy, have shown their ability to estimate fluid status. The interpretation of biomarkers is complicated by the presence of cardiac disease. All ultrasound methods have some correlation with fluid status; however, operator dependency limits their routine use. Bioimpedance methods and relative blood volume monitoring are increasingly used to assess fluid status in patients with acute or chronic kidney disease. Measurement of absolute blood volume holds promise for the future.